
【AIRFIT2】

Instruction manual



【Adaptive platform and requirements】
Android 4.4 andabove iOS8.5 andabove

Support Bluetooth 4.0 and above

【Product details】

【Introductionofthefunction】

1. Dial mode: dial display time, date and power. (after connecting the app, the time of the

watch will automatically synchronize with the mobile phone time, and the time cannot be

set on the watch)

2. Status information: record the steps of the day and week

3. Telephone (call record / contact / dial / emergency call / dial setting)

Charging port
Power ON/OFF

Return key

Heart rate
Reading sensor

(back） (the obverse）



(1) Call record: it can save the calls made by watch

(2) Contact: 8 contacts can be saved by app and synchronized to the watch

(3) Dial: input numbers and make calls

(4) SOS: emergency call available

(5) Dialing settings: Dial mute / dial vibrate / call vibrate on or off4.Sleep:The

bracelet records and shows the total sleep time you had,as well as deep sleep

time,light sleep time.More detailde information analysis and data record can

be viewed in the APP synchronously.

4. Heart rate function interface: Click to enter the heart rate interface of the watch to measure

your current heart rate value and display the measurement results. More detailed information

analysis and data record can be viewed in app synchronously.

5. Blood pressure function interface: Click to enter the blood pressure interface of the watch to

measure your current blood pressure value and display the measurement results. More detailed

information analysis and data record can be viewed in app synchronously.

6. Blood oxygen function interface: Click to enter the blood pressure interface of the watch to

measure your current blood oxygen value and display the measurement results. More detailed

information analysis and data record can be viewed in app synchronously.

7. Sleep: it can save the light sleep / deep sleep / total sleep records of the day (you can view the

detailed records on the app by connecting to the app)

8. Photo control: turn on the app to take photos, which can control the phone to take photos.

9. Sports mode: click on the exercise mode interface to enter. There are eight sports models

inside: fast walking / running / cycling / mountain climbing / football / basketball / badminton /

table tennis. Exercise time and calories are recorded in each mode interface.

10. Hold up to light the screen: turn on / off the function of holding up the hand to light the

screen.

11. On screen time: Click to enter to set the duration of bright screen.

12. QR Code: click QR code to download wearfit2.0

13. Screen duration: 3 / 5 / 8 / 10s can be selected



14. Stopwatch: calculable stopwatch, pause and start function

15. Search for mobile phone: when the bracelet is connected to app, click to search for mobile

phone, and then the mobile phone rings.

16. Setting: including about version number, restoring factory settings and shutting down.

17. More functions: including charging reminder, sitting reminder, upgrading reminder, calling

reminder, alarm clock, etc.

18. Connect app to push dial to watch in app

19. If there is new software, the latest firmware can be upgraded by pushing the dial



Long Long press toswitch dia

【USE】

The dial interface swipes

right to see the message

Slide left to enter the measurement heart
rate screen.

The dial interface slides up into
the function list, slides up and
down to switch the function list,
clicks to enter the function
interface, and slides right to exit.

Swipe down to the shortcut page with
brightness adjustment, automatic
brightness, and do not disturb mode.



【APP connection method】

1. Scan the QR code above, or search "wearfit2.0" in Android application market / app store

to download and install.

2. Pair apples. When the device is connected to the watch, the pairing information will pop up.

You need to click agree. App Bluetooth and audio Bluetooth need to be connected at the

same time (Bluetooth protocol problem). The audio Bluetooth can be used only after app

Bluetooth is set to connect. Audio Bluetooth will be turned off 90 seconds after the watch is

turned on, so priority should be given to the connection after the watch is turned on,

3. Pair Android, enter mobile settings / application management / authorization management

/ application rights management / find the corresponding app to open all permissions. If you

need to connect the call function app and audio Bluetooth at the same time, the watch will

turn off audio Bluetooth after 90 seconds of power on, so it is necessary to connect first after

starting same time, the watch will turn off audio Bluetooth after 90 seconds of power on, so

it is necessary to connect first after starting

WearFit2.0 APP QR code

(WearFit2.0 allows the use of mobile app

features)



【Wearfit 2.0 introduction】
1. Home page, additional functions, personal

information

2. Sleep module: Record the daily, weekly, and
monthly sleep information in the form of chart.
Base on the bracelet data to calculate the daily
sleep quality and sleep time.

3. Step module: A chart will be drawn to show the steps,
distance and calories burnt accordingly. Provide an
insight for user of daily, weekly, and monthly data.

4.Heart rate module: Provide the detail information of
your heart rate daily, weekly, and monthly. Your heart
rate will be read in every hour.

5.Blood pressure module: Provide the detail information
of your blood pressure daily, weekly, and monthly. Your
blood pressure will be read in every hour.

6.Blood oxygen module: Provide the detail information
of your blood oxygen daily, weekly, and monthly. Your
blood oxygen will be read in every hour .



7.Fatigue module：Measure your real time fatigue and
display the information for you hourly.

【Basic parameters】

【Remark】
1.If there is a product quality problem or the use of products is not clear, please contact
our store by direct mail, we will deal with it quickly.

2.The measurement results of this product are for reference only, not for any medical
purpose and basis. Please follow the doctor’s instructions and do not rely on the
measurement results for self diagnosis and treatment.
3.The waterproof grade is IP68, which can be used for daily life waterproof. But the bracelet
can not be used for diving and put under water for long time. In addition, this product does
not prevent hot water, because steam will affect the bracelet.
4.Our company reserves the righe to modify the contents of this manual without notification.
Some functions are different in the various software version, which is normal.

Screen size 1.3inch

Bluetooth Bluetooth4.0

Waterprooflevel IP67

Type of battery Lithium polymer battery

Battery capacity 280mAh

Charging time 2 Hours

Bracelet size 44.7mm*11.4mm

Charging Magneticharging，Voltage5V

Touch screen Full screen touch

Package Smart bracelet+Magnetic charger+Instruction manual
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